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Introduction

An unlawful, abusive, margin squeeze typically occurs where a vertically integrated firm active in two related upstream and downstream markets supplies the upstream input to its downstream rivals, and charges prices that curtail the latter's ability to exercise an effective competitive constraint on this market. As a result of the "squeeze" of their profit margins, downstream rivals are no longer able to compete with the vertically integrated firm and may even be forced out of the market.

The purpose of this brief article is to introduce the reader to the national case-law on abusive margin squeezes that was commented in the e-competitions bulletin over the period 2003-2009. To this end, it seeks, to the extent possible, to analyze the 23 e-competitions case notes in relation to six items which are generally reviewed in margin squeeze cases, i.e., existence of an upstream input and a downstream product/service (1); indispensability of the upstream input (2); dominance in the upstream market and vertical integration (3); particularly aggressive downstream pricing policy (4); anticompetitive effects (5); absence of objective justifications (6). In addition, the present article reviews a seventh issue, namely sanctions and remedies (7), where national enforcement practices may again diverge/converge.

Prior to dealing with those issues, two clarifications are necessary. First, the vast majority of the cases reported in the e-competitions bulletin concern liberalized industries, formerly subject to exclusive rights and natural monopolies. In this regard, more than 70 % of the commented cases relate to the electronic communications sector. Second, most NCAs tend to consider that margin squeeze cases can be dealt with under the competition rules, regardless of the existence of sector specific legislation. This is because, in line with the EC approach (and in particular the Deutsche Telekom case-law) [1], NCAs consider that the existence of sector-specific regulation does not exhaust the applicability of competition rules, as long as the investigated firm enjoys autonomy in defining its commercial conduct [2].

1. Existence of an Upstream Input and a Downstream Product/Service

1.1. In essence, a margin squeeze practice necessarily involves two different, yet related products/services at two distinct levels of the value chain. A margin squeeze can indeed only occur in the presence of a downstream product/service requiring an upstream input.

Whilst this principle is virtually unchallenged at the national level, an issue has arisen in cases where the difference
between the two upstream and downstream products/services is not obvious. Some dominant companies have indeed claimed that the retail product was similar to the wholesale product supplied upstream to their competitors, so that there was no possible room for a squeeze to be found.

For instance, the UK NRA in charge of enforcing competition law in the water sector considered that no margin squeeze could occur where there is no material difference between the wholesale product supplied by the dominant firm and the downstream product offered to the end-customer. In both cases, it supplied the same input carried to the same location and incurred the same costs [3].

In France, the incumbent electricity supplier EDF also sought to argue that there was no possible margin squeeze between its wholesale electricity input price and its retail prices for professionals. EDF contented that the electricity supplied to its rivals on the wholesale market was in no way different from the product resold by its competitors to the end-consumers. Absent a distinct intermediary product or raw material, there could not be a margin squeeze.

The NCA dismissed EDF’s argument. Relying on the EC Napier Brown/ British Sugar judgment, it stated that the form under which the incumbent supplied electricity at the wholesale level was different from the electricity supplied by alternative operator at the retail level. Therefore, two different products on two different markets could be delineated [4].

1.2. Finally, NCAs and NRAs’ practice demonstrate that the actual selection of the relevant upstream and downstream products involved, as well as the determination of the relevant costs and revenues associated with those products, often triggers thorny practical discussions [5].

2. Objective Necessity of the Upstream Input

2.1. Quite intuitively again, a margin squeeze practice seems to imply that the upstream input is objectively necessary for downstream rivals to operate on the market. In the presence of competitive alternatives, the dominant firm cannot possibly harm downstream rivals.

In practice, the case law of competition enforcers on this issue appears particularly lax. First, at the EC level, the Commission simply views it as an enforcement priority criterion, leaving open the possibility to bring abusive margin squeeze charges in relation to non-indispensable upstream inputs. In the Guidance Communication on Article 82 EC, for instance, the Commission announces that it will “only focus on cases where the upstream product or service concerned is objectively necessary for competitors to be able to compete effectively on the downstream market” [6].

Second, in a majority of Member States, this condition does not seem to be systematically reviewed. In many reported cases, NCAs indeed had to deal with recently liberalized markets where the network controlled by the incumbent was ipso facto presumed objectively necessary for rivals to provide retail products/services, without further examination [7]. A notable exception to this can be found in France where the demonstration that the upstream product is objectively necessary is a key condition for reaching a determination on the existence of an abusive margin squeeze. In an electronic communications case, the Supreme Court ruled that a price squeeze practice is presumed to inflict losses on rivals, and thereby have anticompetitive effects, if, and only if, the supplies of the dominant firm to its competitors are indispensable to compete with that firm on the downstream market [8].
2.2. Against this background, a number of NCAs have attempted to define more accurately the criterion governing the qualification of an input as objectively necessary. In this regard, a relatively well-accepted criterion seems to imply the verification that downstream rivals cannot operate (and compete) on the downstream market without using the upstream firm's input. On this basis, for instance, the Lithuanian competition authority found that wholesale ADSL access, which represented 40% of the connections for national broadband internet markets, was an indispensable input for downstream competition [9].

Other competition authorities have further refined this analytical framework. The Hungarian competition authority has, for instance, held that an input could be deemed objectively necessary if, and only if, the input cost represents a sufficiently significant share of the service price provided in the retail market [10].

3. Presence of a Dominant Undertaking and Vertical Integration

3.1. The need to establish that the impugned conduct is adopted by a dominant firm certainly constitutes the most uncontroversial point regarding margin squeeze practices.

3.2. Yet, as pointed out by the UK NCA in the Genzyme case (a case involving pharmaceutical products), a finding of abusive margin squeeze does not require evidence of dominance at both the upstream and downstream levels. To squeeze its competitors' margin and, in turn, distort competition in the downstream market, the firm under investigation must certainly be dominant in the upstream market. However, it is not necessary for the NCA to wait until signs of dominance appear at the downstream market, on pain of precluding effective, preventive, ex ante competition enforcement (consumer harm might otherwise be affected) [11]. This is not to say, however, that downstream market power is irrelevant. For instance, the French NCA pointed out that the downstream market power may be taken into account when assessing the effects of the practice [12].

3.3. Interestingly, the Greek and French NCAs have indicated that the fact that the abusive conduct and the dominant position occur in different markets in no way disqualifies the applicability of Article 82 EC. Relying on the EC Tetra Pak case-law [13], both NCAs have held that Article 82 EC could be applied in so far as there is a nexus between the two markets. In this regard, because margin squeeze cases necessarily involve a "twin-track" commercial strategy at both upstream and downstream levels, the Tetra Pak nexus is likely to be met in all cases.

3.4. In addition, most NCAs seem to agree upon the fact that the dominant company must be a vertically integrated firm (active on both the upstream and the downstream markets). A large majority of the reported cases indeed involves upstream and downstream activities undertaken in the context of a single economic unit (one firm, or a parent and its fully-owned subsidiary [14]. Yet, some NCAs tend to consider that margin squeezes may occur in settings involving looser, less structural, forms of vertical linkage (i.e., a mere coordination between the upstream and the downstream activities) [15].

4. A Particularly Aggressive Pricing Policy
4.1. A margin squeeze abuse invariably involves the existence of an aggressive pricing strategy at the downstream level. Yet, the decisional practice of NCAs reveals that it is uneasy to devise a uniform level at which the dominant firm’s downstream prices can be deemed problematic.

4.2. Drawing inspiration from the 1998 EC Access Notice, several NCAs initially considered that a margin squeeze could occur either if (i) the dominant firm set a price that would squeeze its own downstream margin had it purchased the upstream input as the price charged to its competitors; or (ii) if, regarding the downstream costs of its competitors, no margin was possible for the latter [16].

4.1. Recently, however, NCAs have manifestly departed from this standard, and examined only the first limb of the previous test, which focuses on the downstream costs of the dominant firm. In line with the “as efficient as competitor” test that prevails now at the EC level [17], NCAs have endorsed the view that the fact that inefficient rivals could not meet the dominant firm’s prices shall in no way lead to findings of abuses, on pain of sanctioning economic efficiency [18] and assisting inefficient entry. In addition, this standard is more sensible from a legal certainty perspective. Operators seeking to assess the legality of their behavior generally indeed do not, and should not, know their rivals’ costs [19].

It stems from the more recent NCAs decisions that the authorities have largely adopted the latter test [20].

4.2. This notwithstanding, several NRAs occasionally scrutinize the downstream rivals’ costs, and their ability to achieve profits. This standard, which is often referred to as the "reasonably efficient competitor" test, was in particular enforced in (i) cases where there was a perceived need to intervene urgently; (ii) newly liberalized markets; or (iii) in sectors with market failure [21].

5. Anticompetitive effects

5.1. Whilst the EC Commission has, at least officially, embraced a full economic approach under Article 82 EC which requires the proof of likely anticompetitive effects in order to reach a finding of abuse, the decisional practice of the NCAs in respect of anticompetitive effects of margin squeezes exhibits significant divergences.

5.2. In the UK, for instance, a demanding effects-based approach prevails. In the Genzyme case for instance, both the NCA and the Competition Appeals Tribunal sought assess the effects of the margin squeeze practice. Quite remarkably, in addition, the existence of likely anticompetitive effects was not only tested on the downstream market, but also on the upstream market [22].

5.3. By contrast, other jurisdictions have apparently endorsed a more formalistic approach, which borrows to the previous decisional practice of the Commission (in Deutsche Telekom, in particular), and pursuant to which "proving the existence of a margin squeeze is enough to establish the existence of an abuse of a dominant market position" [23]. In France, for instance, the proof of anticompetitive effects is not necessary where (i) there is a margin squeeze; (ii) the firm under investigation enjoys upstream market power; and (iii) the firm under investigation controls an indispensable input. In such
cases, anticompetitive effects are presumed [24]. It ought to be noted, however, that in several cases the French NCA sought to assess the concrete impact of the impugned practice and found that it had unlawful anticompetitive effects [25].

Similarly, in a decision adopted a few months ago in the Base/BMB case, the Belgian NCA expressly relied on recent EC judgments to hold that a finding of abuse was not conditional on the proof of actual anticompetitive effects [26].

6. Objective justifications

6.1. With the adoption of the Guidance Communication on Article 82 EC, it is now clear that under EC competition law, dominant firms can invoke objective justifications to escape a finding of abuse. However, in practice, most firms involved in margin squeeze proceedings have to date been unsuccessful in seeking to convince the Commission that their conduct was objectively justified [27].

6.2. As a matter of principle, most NCAs share a similar position. Dominant firms may invoke objective justifications in margin squeeze cases. In the Genzyme case, for instance, the UK Competition Appeals Tribunal made clear that the NCA had to consider the objective justifications put forward by the dominant company. In addition, both the Danish and the French NCAs analyzed the so-called "meeting competition defense" invoked by telecom operators [28]. In Belgium finally, the NCA even started its assessment with the analysis of the potential objective justification (a method which was latter quashed by the review court) [29].

6.3. In practice, however, the reported cases demonstrate that the "objective justification" defense was never fruitfully invoked.

7. Sanctions and Remedies

Because of case-specific features, sanctions and remedies probably constitute the foremost area of divergence amongst NCAs in margin squeeze cases. With this in mind, the case notes of the e-competitions database exhibit the following four trends.

7.1. First, amongst the reported margin squeeze cases, several decisions do not order remedies and follow a "fines-only" approach. This may be explained by the fact that in a number of cases, the period of infringement had already ended when the NCA dealt with the [30]. Moreover, difficulties to set adequate remedies and commitments may also explain, in some jurisdictions, the adoption of "fines-only" decisions [31].

7.2. Second, and regardless of whether the decision also imposes remedies, it is of note that the level of fines imposed on dominant firms for unlawful margin squeeze has been increasing [32]. This being said, a number of NCAs occasionally have considered the firm's conduct and commitments as mitigating factors when setting the amount of the fine [33].

7.3. Third, no structural remedy seems to have been imposed to date. Besides classic pricing remedies, NCAs have occasionally imposed other types of behavioral remedies. For instance, the Hungarian Competition Authority required the
incumbent to negotiate directly with its competitors in order to reach a mutually acceptable solution [34]. Similarly, the French NCA accepted France Telecom's commitment to ensure that local subsidiaries active in the overseas departments would comply with the competition rules [35].

Interestingly, some NCAs such as the UK competition authority have stressed the drawbacks of pricing remedies and, in particular, the fact that setting prices may constrain the free play of competitive forces and ultimately have a negative impact on the market [36]. This may in turn explain why some NCAs have promoted retail-minus and even cost-plus wholesale remedies rather than a predetermined price [37].

7.3. Fourth, NCAs decisions as regards remedies seem to be influenced by the interplay between sector-specific regulation and competition law. On the one hand, some NCAs, which seem eager to use their powers to achieve regulatory objectives, have applied intrusive, far reaching, remedies. For instance, in a French case concerning the electricity sector, where the impugned margin squeeze practice occurred in the market for small commercial and small industrial users, the undertaking's commitments consisted in offering a new long term basic electricity input on the wholesale market allowing the downstream competitors to effectively compete on all the retail markets, and not only in the small professional one [38].

On the other hand, some NCAs have displayed more reluctance to impose price-based remedies, on pain of performing a regulatory competence traditionally allocated to the sector-specific regulator. In Italy for instance, the NCA has refused to assess the suitability of two proposed price commitments, in view of the fact that the NRA would be better placed to assess their relevance [39].
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